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        Free standard UK deliveryFOR ORDERS OVER £50
Buy Now Pay LayerWith Klarna, Clearpay & Laybuy
CARAMEL CLUB LOYALTY SCHEMEJOIN NOW
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         Purity Excel 60 Second Tan Remover (440ml)

£29.99
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         Wonder Blur Cream Bronzer

£29.99
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         My Every Day Face Essentials

Regular price
            £53.97
            Sale price£36.15

                Save 33%
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         Instant Tanning Mist

£19.99


      

    
  




    

  




  


















  She's Back
INSTANT TAN STICK

She's back and she's better and bigger! Unlike others this splash proof, waterproof & sweat proof  instant tan can be used for all occasions. Whether it’s a last minute night out, a pick me up glow this is a tanning must have!
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PURITY EXCEL
60 SECOND SELF TAN REMOVER

The 'TikTok Viral' Product Everyone Is Talking About. Created With Natural Perlite, Key Self Tan Removal Ingredients And A Rejuvenating Base.
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WHY YOU'LL LOVE US

With our 20 years of industry experience, we have bagged over 40 awards, including tanning experts of the year. Our wide range of self tanning & removal products are created with salon quality formula allowing you to achieve the best results from home. 
We aim to innovate never replicate creating formulas that tackle the most common self tanning problems that tanaholics face during their weekly tanning routine. 
Rose & Caramel self tanning mousses are formulated with the highest level of hydration technology for healthy, hydrated skin and an even wear off.
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        Customer Reviews

      

    

      
            ★★★★★The Rose & Caramel Tan Remover is fantastic! Gone are the days of soaking for ages in the bath and then trying to scrub stubborn tan from soft areas of the skin. I used to dread Tan Thursdays as the scrubbing process was such a pain but with the Tan Remover it’s so much easier, saves time and is so much better for your skin.

Rebecca KibbyPurity Excel Express Fake Tan Remover


          

            ★★★★★I’ve used self tan for over 20 years and the speed and ease of application for the nudity aerosol is unrivalled – and I’ve tried every high end brand there is! Really quick to apply and the coverage is even , natural (glow, not orange) and flawless

Kate OscarNudity Clear Golden Tanning Aerosol


          

            ★★★★★I have tried so many brands of fake tan remover and nothing ever seemed to take my stubborn tan off until I found this! Literally does what it says on the tub! Applied onto my old tan waited for 60 seconds and it was completely gone without scrubbing my skin for ages! Never used anything like it, hands down the best tan remover on the market - not to mention the smell😍

Molly RPurity Excel 60 Second Tan Remover


          

            ★★★★★Very good eyebrow wax, doesn’t clump or make the eyebrows hard and crispy but keeps the hairs in place all day. Easy to remove using your normal cleanser. Applied well with the provided spoolie.

LouiseBrow Soap


          

            ★★★★★This tanning mousse is amazing! I used it on my legs, only needed to apply it once, and the result was great. No streaks! It smells nice and has a good moisture. I would suggest you apply it with mitt as it does stain your hands.

JoanneUnity Unisex Tanning Foam


          

            ★★★★★Struggled to find a tan for my pale skin tone and then came across Rose and Caramel Intensity Mousse. Hands down the best tan for pale skin, really brightens my skin whilst giving me an unreal natural bronzed colour. Recommend this to everyone, best tan ever❤️

HollyIntensity Bronze Tanning Foam
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Sign up and save
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      Subscribe to get special offers, free giveaways, and once-in-a-lifetime deals.
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